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Abstract

Position embeddings in transformers provide position information. However, as the

class of a phone is mainly based on its features rather than the position, we hypothesize

that position embeddings in transformers are only useful to a certain extent for phone

classifiation. We conduct several experiments to explore the role of position embeddings

in transformers for phone classification. We find that without position embeddings,

transformers partially learn phone classification. However, position embeddings are

important for transformers to distinguish stops from silence and separate other phones

similar on voicing. They play a crucial role in distinguishing /z/ from /s/. We also find

position embeddings improve the smoothness of the output, and the smoothness helps

to avoid specific types of errors. Without position embeddings, transformers can still

recognize neighbouring frames based on features. Due to the close relation between

phone classification and automatic speech recognition (ASR), our conclusions validate

the importance of position embeddings in transformers for ASR.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Transformer, a deep learning architecture, has shown great performance in a wide range

of tasks [6, 5, 8, 31], including automatic speech recognition (ASR) [41, 52, 19]. The

transformer receives a sequence as input. A core mechanism in transformer architecture

is self-attention. Self-attention captures relations between elements at different positions

in the input sequence, allowing transformers to make use of contextual information. As

the calculation of self-attention is invariant to the order of the input, transformers are

usually provided with position information. Position information in transformers comes

from position embeddings.

Previous studies have come up with plenty of ways to construct different position

embeddings. Vaswani et al. [44] calculate position embeddings that contain absolute

position using sinusoid functions. It is also common to learn position embeddings

during training [9, 8, 21, 25]. Shaw et al. [36] proposed relative position embeddings,

where the calculation of self-attention in transformers is changed. Subsequent studies

[5, 14, 32, 50] make improvements in different aspects based on Shaw et al’s work.

Despite having plenty of ways to construct position embeddings, inconsistencies in

comprehension persist across different literatures. Position embeddings with various

types are usually directly applied to different models without analysis. It remains

unclear whether position embeddings are used properly, or how much they benefit

models. As many proposed position embeddings are applied in a range of different

tasks, it is also questionable if they are suitable for all downstream tasks. Some previous

studies reported their findings on the importance of position embeddings. Gehring et al.

[9] found position embeddings useless in convolutional neural networks for machine

translation. Wang et al. [46] confirmed that position embeddings are necessary for

transformers to do machine translation tasks. Haviv et al. [12] suggested that the

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

transformers trained with and without position embeddings have similar perplexities as

language models. Likehomanenko et al. [23] found removing position embeddings in

transformers for ASR tasks results in a severe reduction in performance. However, no

studies are found to analyze the importance of position embeddings in transformers for

phone classification.

Phone is the smallest unit to recognize speech information. Phone classification,

a task that is closely related to ASR, classifies phones at each time frame in a given

utterance. As the class of a phone mainly depends on features at its corresponding

time frame, we hypothesize that compared to tasks where elements have complex

dependencies with each other, phone classification could be relatively less sensitive to

position embeddings.

This project aims to study the role of position embeddings in transformers in the

context of phone classification. We focus on the sinusoid fixed absolute position embed-

ding in [44] since it was the first position embedding used in the original transformer

model [44] and also commonly used [1, 49, 11, 23, 29]. The main contributions of this

project are as follows.

1. Our experiments confirm that transformers without position embeddings can

partially learn phone classification. We further validate that transformers can

partially learn phone classification without any order information.

2. We validate that position embeddings help distinguish stops from silence and

differentiate phones similar on voicing. They are crucial to separate /z/ from /s/.

3. We validate that transformers without position embeddings identify neighbours

of frames based on features.

4. We validate that position embeddings improve smoothness of the output. We also

find that this property reduces specific types of errors.

5. We discover the changes that position embeddings make to self-attention as well

as the patterns that are not changed.

The main structure of this thesis is as follows. The background knowledge of trans-

formers, position embeddings and essential components of transformers is introduced

in chapter 2. Previous work related to transformers without position embeddings is

discussed in chapter 3. The transformer model built in this project is described in

chapter 4. Experiment results are discussed in chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes this

project, points out the limitation of this project and indicates future work.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter aims to remind readers of background knowledge of this project. Section

2.1 introduces the structure of transformers. Self-attention mechanism of the transformer

is described in section 2.2. Section 2.3 discusses position embeddings in detail. Section

2.4 introduces the background knowledge of residual connections.

2.1 Transformer

The original transformer proposed in [44] comprises an encoder and a decoder. With the

original encoder-decoder transformer model, we encode the input to a sequence of hid-

den states and decode the sequence of hidden states to outputs. As phone classification

relies on hidden states, only the transformer encoder is required.

An encoder is formed by a sequence of encoder layers connected one after an-

other (Figure 2.1). Each encoder layer consists of two sublayers. The first sub-

layer is a multi-head attention layer followed by layer normalization. The second

sublayer contains two feedforward layers, followed by layer normalization as well.

Residual connection is added in both two sublayers. Input embeddings are com-

bined with position embeddings as the input of the transformer encoder. Input em-

beddings are vector sequences that represent input elements. They typically solely

related to features of inputs themselves and do not carry any position information.

3



Chapter 2. Background 4

Figure 2.1: Encoder Figure 2.2: Residual Connection

2.2 Multi-Head Self-Attention

Self-attention calculates the attention that the input pays to itself. The attention mech-

anism receives queries, keys and values as input. It calculates the similarity between

queries and keys to obtain the attention scores. The attention scores are applied to values

to yield the final result. In self-attention, queries, keys, and values are derived from dif-

ferent linear projections of the same input. In multi-head self-attention, different heads

focus on different features along the sequence. With H heads and dmodel features where

dmodel is a multiple of H, multi-head self-attention evenly assigns dmodel/H features

to each head. The output of multi-head self-attention is obtained by concatenating the

results of all heads and passing them through a linear layer.

Suppose the input is a sequence of vectors X = x1, ...,xT , we have

MultiHead(XQ,XK,XV ) = Concat(head1, ...,headH)W O (2.1)

where XQ, XK and XV come from the same input X, and W O ∈ Rhdv×dmodel is the

projection matrix applied after concatenating heads.

Suppose the output of heada is ya = ya,1, ...,ya,T . To calculate ya,i where i ∈ 1, ...,T
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we have

αi j =
expα′

i j

∑
T
u expα′

iu
α
′
i j =

xQ
i WQ

a (xK
j WK

a )
⊤

√
dk

(2.2)

ya,i =
T

∑
j=1

αi j(xV
j WV

a ) (2.3)

where α′
i j multiplies queries by keys and scales them. dk is the dimension of queries

and keys. αi j applies softmax and becomes the attention weight between the query

xQ
i and the key xK

j . The results of attention multiplied by values for all j ∈ 1, ...,T are

added together to produce the final output ya,i of heada at position i. WQ
a ∈ Rdmodel×dk ,

WK
a ∈Rdmodel×dk and WV

a ∈Rdmodel×dv are projection matrices of queries, keys and values

of heada, where dv is the dimension of values.

As ya,i is computed as the weighted sum of elements at all positions, it loses all order

information during the calculation. This property of self-attention indicates the difficulty

for transformers to utilize position information without explicit position embeddings.

2.3 Position Embeddings

Position embeddings are used to provide order information to models. Absolute position

embeddings provide the absolute position of each element with regard to the whole input

sequence. They are usually combined to input embeddings as part of the input to the

model. Relative position embeddings indicate relative position between element pairs.

They are usually added to queries, keys or values during the calculation of self-attention.

To calculate the fixed absolute sinusoid position embedding [44] at position p, we have

PE(p,2i) = sin(p/100002i/dmodel)

PE(p,2i+1) = cos(p/100002i/dmodel)
(2.4)

where dmodel is the model dimension, i is the index that ranges from 0 to half of the

model dimension, 2i and 2i+1 refer to dimensions in position embeddings, and p is

the position index. Hence, position embeddings in even dimensions dimensions are

obtained using sine, whereas in odd dimensions they are obtained based on cosine. The

divided term 100002i/dmodel ensures that we compute the sine and cosine of position

embeddings with different periods in different dimensions. It greatly mitigates the

occurrence of repetition problems caused by the sinusoidal period.

There appear to be different ways of combining position embeddings and input

embeddings. Some models add position embeddings to input embeddings elementwise
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[48, 47, 50], while others concatenate them [38, 10, 16]. In this project, position

embeddings are concatenated to input embeddings for the following reasons.

1. Concatenation, rather than addition, avoids mixing input and position features,

which are two heterogeneous types of features [20].

2. Concatenation may be more appropriate for acoustic modelling because the input

features are fixed speech features rather than learned embeddings [38].

3. Concatenation allows the model to learn position embeddings in a more direct

way [16].

2.4 Residual Connection

Residual connection [13] which is added to a block of layers builds a path from the

input to the output of the block directly. We define the input of a block of layers to be x,

and the desired output of a block of layers to be H(x). Residual connection creates a

map from the desired output H(x) to F(x) and input x:

H(x) := F(x)+x (2.5)

where F(x) is the original output of the block before reaching the point of the residual

connection (Figure 2.2). Residual connection is often applied to mitigate the vanishing

gradient problem since the model is expected to learn to fit F(x) = 0 and purely passes

the input x directly to the next layer block. It makes stacking of encoder layers easier.

Besides, by adding an additional input to the output of a layer block, the output is

allowed to interact directly with the input. More information about the input is able

to be kept across a deep network, including the features of the input as well as order

information conveyed by position embeddings.



Chapter 3

Related Work

Some studies have suggested the necessity of position embeddings in transformers.

Haviv et al. [12] and Likhomanenko et al. [23] show that the fixed absolute sinusoid

position embeddings in [44] are of limited help for transformers on some tasks, including

language modelling and image classification. Similar analysis on position embeddings

also appears on ASR tasks. Zhang et al. [53] remove relative position embeddings from

their convolution-augmented transformer model for ASR, finding it does not decrease

the model’s performance. Park et al. [29] build a convolution-based encoder for ASR.

They find that concatenating position embeddings to the output of the convolutions

helps the model achieve a lower word error rate. Results of Zhang et al. [53] and Park et

al. [29] suggest that the size of the dataset may be a factor influencing the importance of

position embeddings. However, Likhomanenko et al. [23] results suggest fixed absolute

position embeddings in [44] could be vital in transformers for ASR.

Despite the above studies bringing us some insights, the problem of this project

has not been thoroughly solved. Results of image classification [12] and language

modelling [23] cannot be directly applied to phone classification. It has been found that

object detection task and semantic segmentation task learn more position information

than image classification task [18]. Thus, the role of position embeddings in different

tasks may vary, and position embeddings could suggest different importance on phone

classification and on other tasks. Results of Zhang et al. [53] and Park et al. [29] cannot

be directly applied to all transformers since their models are convolution-based. As

it has been shown that convolution layers can learn position information themselves

[9, 18], their results provide limited help on the importance of position embeddings

for the original transformer in [44]. Results of Likhomanenko et al. [23] indicate that

position embeddings are needed for ASR. In spite of the close relation between phone

7
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classification and ASR, the scope of this project is limited to phone classification. Above

studies [12, 23, 53, 29] compare the performance of transformers with and without

position embeddings without exploring the reasons behind it.

Nonetheless, Wang et al. [45] discuss the importance of position embeddings in a

more convincing way. They discovered that removing position embeddings has a greater

impact on some performance metrics than others, implying that position embeddings in

BERT [6] may be partially necessary for language modelling. Wang et al. [45] propose

three properties of position embeddings, namely monotonicity, translation invariance,

and symmetry respectively. They introduce a term, proximity, to represent the closeness

of position embeddings. Assume ea represents the position embeddings at position

a ∈ N. An inner product φ(ea,eb) suggests the proximity between position embeddings

ea and eb. We have

|a−b|> |a− c| ⇒ φ(ea,eb)< φ(ea,ec) (3.1)

Monotonicity: the proximity of position embeddings goes down as the distance

between positions increases. Monotonicity may help the model distinguish between

close and distant positions.

Translation invariance: the proximity between all position pairs with the same

distance remains constant. It may enable the model to learn that each proximity

corresponds to a fixed distance between two positions.

Symmetry: the proximity of two position embeddings ea and eb is the same as the

proximity of two position embeddings eb and ea. Symmetry eliminates the direction po-

sition information. It makes distinguishing between preceding and succeeding elements

difficult for the model.

They discover that monotonicity and translation invariance benefit downstream

tasks, while symmetry brings negative influence. They claim that position embeddings

may partially support the three properties. It is shown that sinusoid position embeddings

proposed in [44] satisfy translation invariance and symmetry but not monotonicity. It

indicates that when we explore the role of the sinusoid position embeddings in [44], we

also look at the role translation invariance.

According to their visualization of averaged attention weights, all position em-

beddings suggest some patterns of attention distribution correlated to monotonicity

and translation invariance. BERT without position embeddings evenly attends to all

tokens, instead of nearby tokens when position embeddings are included. It suggests

that removing position embeddings harms self-attention and may related to lacking
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monotonicity and tranlation invariance. Nevertheless, conclusions on language models

may differ when the task is changed to phone classification. The results on the original

transformer in [44] may suggest a difference on BERT as well.

Shim et al. in [37] verify the importance of position embeddings when decomposing

the role of self-attention. They state that the main roles of self-attention in transformers

for ASR task include phonetic and linguistic localization, where phonetic localization

makes self-attention pay attention to traditional phonetic features across the whole

utterance, and linguistic localization relates to frames nearby. They modify the self-

attention matrix and increase the independence of the two roles during training. Their

modified self-attention performs better than the transformer with the original self-

attention and relative position embeddings. It implies that their modified self-attention

lessens the need of relative position embeddings. Their findings may not suit the original

transformer encoder with absolute position embeddings.



Chapter 4

Methodology

This chapter describes the methodology applied in this project. Section 4.1 defines the

problem settings as well as the input and output of the model. The architecture of the

transformer model is presented in section 4.2. Section 4.3 describes how the models

are trained and tested. The dataset and feature extraction is introduced in section 4.4.

Visualization approaches used in this project are introduced in Section 4.5.

4.1 Problem Settings

The input of the transformer is a sequence of Mel spectrogram features with 40 dimen-

sions. Given an utterance containing T frames, the input x = x1, ...,xT is a matrix of

size T ×40. For each time frame i, we get a corresponding class ci according to the

output yi. Hence the output of the model y = y1, ...,yT and the classes c = c1, ...,cT

have the same length to the input x. Phones are classified in the scope of 42 classes.

Thus y is of size T ×42, and c is a vector of scalar indices of length T . Given a frame

index i ∈ [1,T ], to obtain class ci from the output yi = yi,1, ...,yi,42, we have

ci = argmax
ci∈[1,42]

yi,ci (4.1)

The classes of phones are shown in Table 4.1, where sil is silence, spn is spoken noise,

and nsn is non-spoken noise.

4.2 Model Architecture

Our transformer model follows the structure proposed in [44]. To construct the input

of the model, we first concatenate position embeddings (Equation 2.4) with dimension

10
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Table 4.1: 42 Phone Classes

Argument Meaning Value

dmodel Model dimension 512, 768

dff Dimension of the feedforward sublayer 2048

N Number of encoder layers 6

H Number of heads 8

dropout Dropout argument 0.1

Table 4.2: Model Arguments

dmodel to the 40 features of the input. After a linear projection of (dmodel + 40)×
(dmodel +40), the concatenated embeddings are fed into the transformer encoder. When

we build the transformer without position embeddings, position embeddings are padded

with zero. In this way, position embeddings carry no information and the model’s

structure remains unchanged.

Arguments of the model are listed in Table 4.2. Aside from the original dmodel

in [44], 512, we also tried 768 since it is a common choice that achieves excellent

performance in plenty of transformers [48, 8, 47, 20]. The choices of 6 layers, 8 heads,

dff = 2048, and dropout = 0.1 follow [44]. It is also a common option to have 12 layers

and 12 heads [8, 20, 32]. Our conclusions on transformers with 6 layers and 8 heads

might apply to those with 12 heads and 12 layers as well.

4.3 Training and Testing

Models are trained using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer. SGD randomly

picks an utterance from the input each time and applies back propagation to it. Given

a loss function, back propagation calculates the gradient of the loss with respect to

the weights of the model. It adjusts the weights based on the gradient in the direction

of minimizing the loss. In this project, the training objective is to minimize the cross

entropy loss since it is commonly used by classification tasks [24, 27, 26]. Cross
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entropy loss calculates the cross entropy between the estimated distribution and the true

distribution.

L =−
42

∑
i=1

ti log pi (4.2)

where 42 is the total number of phone classes. p = p1, ..., p42 is the estimated distribu-

tion, where pi is the probability predicted by the model that the phone belongs to class i.

t = t1, ..., t42 is the true distribution, indicating whether the target phone class is class i

(i ∈ 1, ...,42). We have ti = 1 if the target phone class is class i, and ti = 0 otherwise.

The cross entropy loss for each phone is continuously ranging from 0 to 1.

During testing, we compute phone error rate (PER) to measure the performance

of the transformer. PER calculates the minimum number of steps to transform the

predicted phone sequence to the target phone sequence. PER is defined in Equation 4.3.

PER =
I +D+S

N
(4.3)

where I, D, and S correspond to the number of insertions, the number of deletions, and

the number of substitutions respectively. N is the total number of phones in the target

sequence. Since the input and output of an utterance in phone classification are always

the same length, PER for this specific task could be written as Equation 4.4.

PERclass =
S
N

(4.4)

Phone error rate is commonly used in phone classification [43, 22, 33]. The same

way to calculate word error rate is also commonly applied in ASR tasks [38, 41, 19].

It shows us a general ability of the model to predict correct class. PER is measured at

test time rather than training time since it considers only the binary correctness of the

prediction at each time frame, without worrying about how far the prediction at a frame

is away from the target.

4.4 Data

Our experiments are conducted using Wall Street Journal (WSJ) dataset since it is

commonly used and suggests excellent performance on plenty of ASR related tasks

[7, 28, 40, 3]. The dataset with 37395 utterances is split to 9:1 as the training set and

the dev set respectively. We train the model on the training set. When we test the model

on the dev set, we test their performance on generalization or pick up the best epoch.
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We may also test the model on the training set to check the model’s performance on

fitting the data during training.

Each utterance in the dataset is firstly sampled to obtain the waveform. The wave-

form is converted to the Short-Time Fourier Transform. It is then transformed to the

log Mel spectrogram with 40 dimensions at each time frame. Hence, each time frame

of the log Mel spectrogram contains 40 features. Each log Mel spectrogram feature is

normalized to mean 0 and standard deviation 1. The time frame is sometimes called the

frame in the following content for simplicity.

4.5 Visualization Approach

In addition to phone error rates, we also evaluate transformers according to confusion

matrices and attention maps. We visualize the similarity of position embeddings at

different positions to interpret our findings as well.

4.5.1 Confusion Matrix

Confusion matrix is a common evaluation approach for classification problems [35, 42,

39]. Confusion matrix visualizes the model’s prediction at the class level. It suggests

how often a class is predicted to another class. Each row represents predictions of

a target label, while each column corresponds to a predicted label. An entry at the

row of target label Ctarget and the column of predicted label Cpredict suggests how often

that Ctarget is classified to Cpredict. To derive a confusion matrix, we firstly record the

number of times that each Ctarget is classified to Cpredict. Each value is divided by

the summation of its rows to obtain the distribution with respect to the target class.

Confusion matrices tell us which phone classes are easy for the model to recognise and

which phone classes are difficult for the model to distinguish. By comparing confusion

matrices of transformers with and without position embeddings, we can understand the

influence of position embeddings on each phone class.

4.5.2 Attention Map

Attention maps are commonly used for transformers [45, 4, 37]. Attention map visual-

izes the attention weights of self-attention. It corresponds to the output of Equation 2.3.

Given an utterance of length T , the attention weight matrix of a head is of size T ×T .

Attention maps reflect the distribution of attention paid by each phone in the utterance.
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They provide insights into how transformers identify relations between phones and

how position embeddings alter it. Each head has an attention weight matrix. Besides

showing the attention of each head separately [37], some work averages the attention

matrices of all heads to look up the general distribution of attention [45, 4]. In this

project, we do both of them.

4.5.3 Position Similarity

To better understand the influence that position embeddings bring to self-attention, we

also visualize the similarity of the fixed absolute sinusoid position embeddings proposed

by Vaswani et al. [44]. Previous work [48] visualizes the similarity of the position

embeddings proposed by Vaswani et al. [44] with a maximum sequence length of 500

by cosine similarity. Cosine similarity of two vectors is obtained by dividing the dot

product of two vectors by the product of Euclidean norms of their magnitude. Given

two position embeddings ea and eb, the cosine similarity between eb and eb is calculated

by Equation 4.5.

similaritycos(ea,eb) =
ea · eb

∥ea∥∥eb∥
(4.5)

We claim that the similarity based on dot product could be more reasonable than cosine

similarity since this is how attention is calculated (Equation 2.3). Hence, we calculate

similarity of position embeddings ea and eb according to Equation 4.6.

similaritydot(ea,eb) = ea · eb (4.6)

Besides looking at the similarity of position embeddings in a whole in [48], we also

look at the similarity in detail. We visualize the similarity of position embeddings of

length 3000 since the maximum length of our utterances is 2344. By visualizing the

dot product similarity of position embeddings at different positions, we can know what

similarity information of positions is supplied to self-attention.



Chapter 5

Experiments

This chapter discusses experiments conducted in this project. Experiment settings are

introduced in 5.1. Section 5.2 shows the training losses and test phone error rates

of the models. To validate the hypothesis we proposed in section 5.2, we generate

confusion matrices and present them in section 5.3. Section 5.4 shows attention maps

of the models and discusses the patterns learned by models in detail. Two additional

hypotheses are generated based on attention maps. They are validated in section 5.5 and

5.6. We further validate if the model learns to ignore the misplaced position embeddings

in section 5.7. The similarity of the fixed absolute sinusoid position embeddings is

visualized and discussed in section 5.8.

5.1 Experiment Settings

To set the learning rate, we have reviewed the choices from previous studies. Some

transformers are trained with a learning rate of 0.05 with SGD optimizer, and reduces

the learning rate to 0.005 from epoch 120 to epoch 160 [54]. Some transformers are

fine-tuned with the largest learning rate 0.06 and finally drops to 0.003 [8]. It is found

that learning rates ranging from 0.05 to 0.25 suggest no difference with SGD, while

the learning rate of 0.01 leads to slower convergence [30]. In this project, the starting

learning rate is set to 0.05. To prevent fluctuation of the training loss and bring it closer

to the local minimum [51], it is changed to 0.001 after 70 epochs. Instead of training

by batch, we train utterances one by one to avoid padding utterances having different

lengths. Training is stopped at epoch 80 since it shows no evident improvement of PER

on the dev set in the last 10 epochs.

15
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(a) Training loss. (b) Test PER. (c) Test PER.

Figure 5.1: Training loss and test PER. Numbers 512 or 768 indicate model dimension.

The first and the second inc or exc indicates position embeddings included or excluded

during training and testing respectively.

PE Included or excluded dmodel Final Training Loss Best PER and Epoch

Included 512 0.0986 10.19%, epoch 78

Excluded 512 0.4522 23.00%, epoch 75

Included 768 0.0782 9.60%, epoch 79

Excluded 768 0.4134 22.98%, epoch 78

Table 5.1: Final training losses and the best PERs of different models. PE refers to

position embeddings. dmodel is the model dimension. Final training loss is the training

loss at the 80th epoch. Best PER is measured when models are tested with the same

configurations with training. Epoch is the corresponding epoch of the best PER.

5.2 Losses and PERs

The training loss and the PER along epochs are illustrated in Figure 5.1. The final

training losses and the best PERs are listed in Table 5.1. We can see that transformers

trained without position embeddings suggest some learning ability, while they are still

worse than transformers trained with position embeddings. It is also noticed that the

training loss of transformers without position embeddings fails to converge to zero,

meaning that there exists something that could not be learned by the transformer without

position embeddings during training. This leads to Conclusion 5.1 and Hypothesis 5.1.

Conclusion 5.1. Transformers without position embeddings partially learn phone

classification.

Hypothesis 5.1. Transformers trained without position embeddings fail to learn to
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Training Configuration Name

PE Included, dmodel = 768 M-inc

PE Excluded, dmodel = 768 M-exc

Table 5.2: Naming of models, where PE refers to position embeddings.

Testing Configuration Name

PE Included, on M-inc at epoch 79 inc-inc

PE Excluded, on M-exc at epoch 78 exc-exc

PE Excluded, on M-inc at epoch 79 inc-exc

PE Included, on M-exc at epoch 78 exc-inc

Table 5.3: Naming of testing configurations, where PE refers to position embeddings.

predict specific phones during training.

To validate this hypothesis, we test the model using 1000 utterances of the training

set. We generate confusion matrices in section 5.3 on both the dev set and the 1000

training utterances. In addition, we get an extremely poor result when we test the

transformer trained with position embeddings without using position embeddings. It

means that the transformer trained with position embeddings learns position information

during training and needs position embeddings when classifying phones. We generate

confusion matrices for it as well to explore the model’s performance with respect to

phone classes.

Since it is observed that dimension 768 works better than dimension 512, all

remaining experiments focus on transformers with dimension 768. For simplicity, we

name the trained transformer models as well as the testing configurations. They are

shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.

5.3 Confusion Matrices

When generating confusion matrices, we removed values of entries on the diagonal

line. Entries on the diagonal line from left up to bottom right correspond to correctly

classified cases and tend to have large values. Large values make confusion matrices

makes entries of small values have similar shallow colors and hard to distinguishable.

We additionally set the entry which corresponds to the target phone class /sil/ and the

predicted phone class /nsn/ to zero, since it is comparable in magnitude to the diagonal
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Figure 5.2: Confusion matrix of inc-inc on the dev set, where the maximum value of the

color bar is normalized to 26 for easier comparison.

values and suggests similar in different configurations. Confusion matrices of inc-inc

and exc-exc on the dev set are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. Confusion matrices of

inc-inc, exc-exc and inc-exc on the 1000 training utterances are shown in Figures 5.5,

5.6 and 5.4 respectively. Since the maximum value among Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6

is around 26 in Figure 5.3 , we normalize the maximum value of the color bars in the

above figures to 26 for easier comparison.

By comparing Figures 5.2 and 5.3, we arrive at three findings below.

1. Problems that are not obvious on inc-inc become serious on exc-exc. For example,

exc-exc struggles to distinguish some phone pairs that are similar on voicing, such

as to distinguish /z/ from /s/, and /b/ from /p/. It also has trouble differentiating

stops like /b/ /k/ /p/ /t/ from /sil/. We presume it is due to stops having closures

that could be mistaken for silence. These errors rarely occur on inc-inc.

2. Some phones that are challenging for inc-inc to predict are even more difficult for

exc-exc to correctly classify. For instance, inc-inc makes a few minor mistakes

on occasionally classifying /ih/ and /uh/ as /ah/, /aa/ as /ao/, /ng/ as /n/, and /spn/

as /s/. These mistakes happen more often on exc-exc.
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Figure 5.3: Confusion matrix of exc-exc on the dev set.

3. Plenty of phone classes are not easily confused by both inc-inc and exc-exc. They

rarely mix up vowels and consonants. They also work well on separating some

phones that are both vowels or consonants but show relatively less similarity on

voicing, such as /ey/ and /ah/, /f/ and /k/.

According to Figure 5.4, M-inc utilizes position embeddings when predicting all

phone classes. Figure 5.5 suggests that M-inc learns to fit the data well. According to

Figure 5.6, the errors of exc-exc on the dev set are also evident on the training data,

indicating that M-exc does not learn well to differentiate stops from silence and to

separate phones similar on voicing during training. It validates our Hypothesis 5.2 and

leads to Conclusions 5.2 and 5.3.

Conclusion 5.2. Without position embeddings, the transformer can learn to differ-

entiate phones that are not similar on voicing.

Conclusion 5.3. Position embeddings are useful for the transformer (1) to distin-

guish phones which are similar on voicing, and (2) to distinguish stops from silence.

Position embeddings play a key role in separating /z/ from /s/.
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Figure 5.4: Confusion matrix of inc-exc on 1000 training utterances.

Figure 5.5: Confusion matrix of inc-inc on 1000 training utterances, where the maximum

value of the color bar is normalized to 26 for easier comparison.
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Figure 5.6: Confusion matrix of exc-exc on 1000 training utterances, where the maximum

value of the color bar is normalized to 26 for easier comparison.

5.4 Attention Maps

To explore how position embeddings influence self-attention, we randomly pick up an

utterance from the dev set and visualize attention maps of inc-inc and exc-exc. For

simplicity, we name layer i as Li where i ∈ [1,6]. We name the j-th head in layer i as

LiH j where i ∈ [1,6] and j ∈ [1,8].

It is discovered that M-inc and M-exc learn some common patterns in self-attention.

Both models contain heads that seem to separate consonants and vowels. In Figure 5.7,

the attention given by consonants /k/ and /f/ differs from the attention given by vowels

/uh/ and /ah/. Both models contain heads where frames of the same phone classes pay

attention to each other (Figure 5.8). These heads appear to identify which frames belong

to the same phone class. Both models contain heads that a group of frames of the same

phone class pay attention to frames at the boundary of the phone class (Figure 5.9).

Since it is often the case that frames at the boundary are misclassified to the class on the

other side, we assume the model compares features of frames with boundaries around

them to better identify the the boundaries.

Despite two models learning some common patterns, position embeddings make

some differences. They are discussed in sections 5.4.1, 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 respectively.
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(a) Partial attention map of L1H1 of inc-inc. (b) Partial attention map of L1H2 of exc-exc.

Figure 5.7: Heads in inc-inc and exc-exc that separate consonants and vowels.

(a) Partial attention map of L2H7 of inc-inc. (b) Partial attention map of L1H7 of exc-exc.

Figure 5.8: Heads in inc-inc and exc-exc where frames of the same class pay attention

to each other.

(a) Partial attention map of L3H3 of inc-inc. (b) Partial attention map of L4H2 of exc-exc.

Figure 5.9: Heads in inc-inc and exc-exc where frames pay attention to boundaries.
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(a) Partial attention map of L1H7 of exc-exc. (b) Partial attention map of L2H1 of inc-inc.

Figure 5.10: A head in exc-exc where frames of the same class pay attention to them-

selves, and a head in inc-inc where frames of the same class pay attention to frames of

the next class.

5.4.1 Difference of Attention on Phonetic Features

Compared to inc-inc, frames of the same class in exc-exc pay more attention to each

other. The squares in Figure 5.10a suggest frames of the same class pay attention to

each other. They are more often found in attention maps of exc-exc. In M-inc, attention

distributed in patches usually looks like rectangles, where frames tend to pay attention

to later frames or previous frames of different phone classes (Figure 5.10b). Even if the

square attention pattern can be found in attention maps of inc-inc, it tends to be more

evident in attention maps of exc-exc (Figure 5.8). We assume without explicit position

information, more attention is paid to features to extract relations between frames. It

leads to Conclusion 5.4.

Conclusion 5.4. The transformer without position embeddings tends to pay more

attention to phonetic features.

5.4.2 Difference of Attention on /z/ and /s/

Attention maps in L6 of exc-exc appear to have two column lines, which correspond to

a frame of /z/ and a frame of /s/ respectively (Figure 5.11). In the eight heads of L6,

nearly all frames pay the greatest attention to /z/, little or similar attention to /s/ and

nearly no attention to other phones. No heads in inc-inc show this pattern. We suppose

L6 of M-exc mainly identifies /z/ and /s/. We find /z/ pays little attention to both /z/
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Figure 5.11: Attention maps of L6 of exc-exc.

and /s/ (Figure 5.12, 5.14a). It may relate to the fact that /z/ is often classified to /s/. In

addition, /s/ pays different attention to /z/ and /s/ (Figure 5.13, 5.14b). It may relate to

the fact that /s/ is rarely classified to /z/. Recalling that M-exc is particularly prone to

misclassifying /z/ as /s/, it appears to make a great effort in L6 to differentiate between

the two based solely on features.

In order to explore how M-exc learns to classify /z/ and /s/, we visualize the attention

maps of L6 at epoch 30 (Figure 5.15). We name the configuration that testing without

position embeddings on M-exc at epoch 30 as exc-exc-epoch30. It is found that in

exc-exc-epoch30, /z/ is paid with much greater attention by almost all frames, while

nearly no attention is given to /s/ and other phones. Also, all frames pay almost the

same attention to /z/, except for /z/ itself (Figure 5.16). We assume they are attempting

to set /z/ apart from all other phones. Therefore, M-exc first attempts to identify /z/ by

comparing all frames with a particular /z/ frame. The range of comparison expands to a

few frames during training. It leads to Conclusion 5.5.

Conclusion 5.5. Without position embeddings, the transformer tends to filter /z/

and /s/ at the last self-attention layer by comparing all frames with correspondingly

evident frames of /z/ and /s/.
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(a) /z/ pays little attention to itself. (b) /z/ pays little attention to /s/.

Figure 5.12: Partial attention maps of L6H1 of exc-exc, where /z/ pays little attention to

itself and /s/.

(a) /s/ pays little attention to /z/. (b) /s/ pays much attention to itself.

Figure 5.13: Partial attention maps of L6H1 of exc-exc, where /s/ pays much attention to

itself but little to /z/.
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(a) Partial attention map of L6H3 of exc-

exc, where /z/ pays little attention to itself.

(b) Partial attention map of L6H3 of exc-

exc, where /s/ pays little attention to /z/.

Figure 5.14: Partial attention maps of L6H3 of exc-exc.

Figure 5.15: Attention maps of L6 of exc-exc-epoch30.
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Figure 5.16: Partial attention map of

L6H1 of exc-exc-epoch30.

Figure 5.17: Partial attention map of

L2H2 of exc-exc.

5.4.3 Difference of Diagonal Attention

L1H6 and L1H8 in inc-inc shows clear diagonal attention (Figure 5.18a, 5.18b). Frames

pay confident attention to frames at three positions before them in L1H6 and frames at

three positions after them in L1H8. It seems that the two heads learn relative position

information, and distance three is especially useful. This finding is consistent with the

property translation invariance of position embeddings proposed by [45]. A similar

pattern is also found in L2H6. Each frame in the silence area of L2H6 pays attention to

both four or five positions before it and two or three positions after it (Figure 5.18c).

Non-silence area also suggests similar attention, while frames tend to restrict their

attention to frames of the same classes (Figure 5.18d). This head appears to utilize

the position information provided by heads L1H6 and L1H8, combined with feature

information. It is expected to allow the transformer to detect if frames at a few positions

far away belong to their phone classes as well.

We also notice that frames rarely pay attention to themselves. It is most likely

because the information of each frame itself has been provided by residual connections.

Furthermore, frames tend to pay more attention to frames that are a few positions away.

One possible explanation is that frames next to each other tend to have very similar

features, and thus the additional information conveyed by them is limited and not as

useful as the information of frames at two or three positions away.

We hypothesize that when the model makes the decision on a frame, it considers

nearby frames. As a result, when it finds frames before the frame and after the frame
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(a) Partial attention map of L1H6 of inc-inc. (b) Partial attention map of L1H8 of inc-inc.

(c) Partial attention map of L2H6 of inc-

inc, where frames are silence.

(d) Partial attention map of L2H6 of inc-

inc, where frames are not silence.

Figure 5.18: Heads in inc-inc which learn position information.
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belong to the same class, the model is inclined to believe the frame is also in that class.

It becomes Hypothesis 5.2.

Hypothesis 5.2. Position embeddings reduce errors by improving the smoothness

of the output.

Hypothesis 5.2 is discussed in section 5.5.

A similar but different attention pattern in exc-exc is shown in Figure 5.17, where

the attention is approximately diagonal as well. It means that M-exc learns to identify

neighbouring frames. Although it presents some position related information, we claim

that

1. this position related information could not be obtained from the explicit position

information since we pad position embeddings with zeros, and

2. this position related information seems hard to be obtained from the implicit order

information since self-attention is expected to ignore orders.

Hence, the position related information is expected to derive from features. We hypothe-

size that the two adjacent frames tend to contain more similarities than others, resulting

in frames in L2H6 of exc-exc paying attention to their neighbouring frames. It turns

into Hypothesis 5.3.

Hypothesis 5.3. In transformers without position embeddings, frames identify

neighbours based on features.

Hypothesis 5.3 is discussed in section 5.6.

5.5 Validation of Hypothesis 5.2

To validate Hypothesis 5.2, two experiments are designed. The first experiment aims

to validate if position embeddings improve the smoothness of the output. The second

experiment aims to explore how the smoothness can help to reduce errors.

5.5.1 Experiment I

In this experiment, we count the number of changes in phone classes for inc-inc and

exc-exc. Besides the utterance that we picked when visualizing attention maps, we

randomly pick another two utterances from the dev set. According to Table 5.4, the

number of changes in exc-exc is much more than that in inc-inc. It means with position
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Utterance Key 4b7c040p 4bgc031c 4ayc030p Total

Length 375 424 752 1551

Class Changes in inc-inc 22 43 95 160

Class Changes in exc-exc 31 76 150 257

Table 5.4: Number of changes of the phone class in inc-inc and exc-exc. Length is the

number of frames

embeddings, the transformer tends to reduce the changes in the output, and thus the

smoothness is improved. It leads to Conclusion 5.6.

Conclusion 5.6. Position embeddings in the transformer improve the smoothness

of the output.

5.5.2 Experiment II

In this experiment, we focus on the errors that cover no more than three continuous

frames for the following reasons.

1. When errors cover too many continuous frames, they convey incorrect context

information. The smoothness based on the incorrect context is not considered

helpful for the model to make a correct prediction.

2. According to our previous findings in section 5.4, transformers learn distance

three. In three continuous incorrect frames, the maximum distance is two, and

M-inc is expected still able to learn context information outside these frames and

avoid corresponding errors from happening.

We have the definitions below.

Neighbour of a frame: one frame before the frame or one frame after the frame.

Frame at the boundary: the frame which belongs to a different target phone class to at

least one of its neighbours.

Frames at the boundary: a frame at the boundary, or a group of continuous frames

where at least one of them is at the boundary.

Frames not at the boundary: a frame that is not at the boundary, or a group of

continuous frames where none of them is at the boundary.

Errors covering no more than three continuous frames are classified into the follow-

ing three types. Each error type follows examples.
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Type 1 errors. In this case, frames at the boundary are incorrectly classified as the

target class on the other side of the boundary (Table 5.5, 5.6).

Type 2 errors. The model incorrectly classifies the frames at the boundary as a

phone class that is not the target phone class of either side of the boundary (Table 5.7).

Type 3 errors. Frames not at the boundary are misclassified (Table 5.8).

We assume that the context information may help the transformer avoid Type 2

and Type 3 errors because the frames in these two scenarios are misclassified as phone

classes that don’t fit in with their neighbours.

We count the number of frames that encounter the three types of errors in inc-inc

and exc-exc respectively using the three utterances same to Experiment I. When finding

a group of no more than three frames are misclassified, we take account in the errors,

look for which errors they belong to, and count the errors by frames. Compared to

exc-exc, inc-inc shows less Type 1 errors in utterances 4b7c040p and 4bgc031c, while

utterance 4ayc030p suffers from more Type 1 errors in inc-inc than exc-exc. Compared

to exc-exc, inc-inc makes fewer Type 2 errors.

Frame 178 179 180 181 182

Target uh uh uh k k

Predict uh uh k k k

Table 5.5: Type 1 error made by inc-inc in

utterance 4b7c040p at frame 180.

Frame 316 317 318 319 320

Target v dh dh dh ah

Predict v v v v ah

Table 5.6: Type 1 error made by inc-inc in

utterance 4bgc031c at frames 317 - 319.

Frame 99 100 101 102 103

Target ah ah ah r r

Predict ah ah v v r

Table 5.7: Type 2 error made by exc-exc

in utterance 4ayc030p at frames 101 and

102.

Frame 228 229 230 231 232

Target k k k k k

Predict k sil sil sil k

Table 5.8: Type 3 error made by exc-exc in

utterance 4bgc031c at frames 229 - 231.

According to our hypothesis, M-inc may tend to classify the frame at the boundary

to the classes of its neighbours in order to keep the smoothness of the output. We

hypothesize that this may reduce Type 2 errors but increase Type 1 errors to some extent,

and it could be the reason that results in more Type 1 errors of inc-inc in utterance

4ayc030p. To validate our hypothesis, we compare the prediction of inc-inc and exc-exc

frame by frame. According to Table 5.10, at frame 231, exc-exc makes a Type 2 error

and classifies the frame /n/ to /l/, while inc-inc makes a Type 1 error and classifies the
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Utterance Key 4b7c040p 4bgc031c 4ayc030p Total

Length 375 424 752 1551

Type 1 errors
inc-inc 6 14 49 69

exc-exc 15 22 39 76

Type 2 errors
inc-inc 0 0 3 3

exc-exc 0 1 15 16

Type 3 errors
inc-inc 0 1 9 10

exc-exc 3 20 18 42

Table 5.9: Statistics of three types of errors made by inc-inc and exc-exc in three

utterances.

frame to the class of the later frame /ao/. We assume the feature at frame 231 could

be confusing and somewhat similar to /l/. Considering the smoothness of the output,

inc-inc tends to make a decision between /n/ and /ao/. In this way, Type 2 error is

avoided while Type 1 error happens. Similar cases can also be found in Table 5.11.

Position embeddings prevent M-inc from misclassifying the frame as /t/ and make it

classify the frame to /d/ since it is the class of the previous frame.

Frame 229 230 231 232 233

Target n n n ao ao

inc-inc n n ao ao ao

exc-exc d d l ao ao

Table 5.10: Type 1 error made by inc-inc

and Type 2 error made by exc-exc at frame

231 in utterance 4ayc030p.

Frame 199 200 201 202 203

Target d d ih ih ih

inc-inc d d d ih ih

exc-exc d dh t t ih

Table 5.11: Type 1 error made by inc-inc

and Type 2 error made by exc-exc at frame

201 in utterance 4ayc030p.

In addition, inc-inc has fewer Type 3 errors. It means when the prediction of a set

of frames of the same class is generally correct, it tends to avoid the mistakes in the

middle of them (Table 5.12, 5.13). To be concluded, position embeddings improve the

smoothness of the prediction, and the smoothness suggests effectiveness in reducing

Type 2 errors and Type 3 errors. Our Experiment I and II together validate Hypothesis

5.2. Experiment II leads to Conclusion 5.7.

Conclusion 5.7. The smoothness of the output reduces specific types of errors.
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Frame 356 357 358 359 360

Target ow ow ow ow ow

inc-inc ow ow ow ow ow

exc-exc ow ow ow ah ow

Table 5.12: Type 3 error made by exc-exc

in utterance 4ayc030p at frame 359.

Frame 25 26 27 28 29

Target sil sil sil sil sil

inc-inc sil sil sil sil sil

exc-exc sil sil t p sil

Table 5.13: Type 3 error made by exc-exc

in utterance 4bgc031c at frame 27 and 28.

5.6 Validation of Hypothesis 5.3

To validate Hypothesis 5.3, we apply different permutations to different utterances at

different epochs, and no position embeddings are fed into the model. In this way, the

order information is removed, and the inputs fed into the transformer are only bags of

frames. We assume if M-exc learns to identify neighbours based on orders of the inputs

rather than features, the performance of the model would suggest an evident decrease

when the order is scrambled. We name the model that is trained with scrambled inputs

without position embeddings as M-exc-scram. Other model settings of M-exc-scram

are the same as M-inc and M-exc.

Model Final Training Loss Best PER and Epoch

M-exc-scram 0.4151 23.64%, epoch 78

M-exc 0.4134 22.98%, epoch 78

M-inc 0.0782 9.60%, epoch 79

Table 5.14: Final training losses and Best PERs of M-exc-scram and previous models

for comparison. Final training loss is the training loss at the 80th epoch. Best PERs are

measured when models are tested with the same configurations to training. Epoch is

the corresponding epoch of the best PER.

According to Figure 5.19 and Table 5.14, when the inputs are scrambled, the model

does not suggest an evident decline in performance. When visualizing attention maps,

it is found that the only diagonal attention is about each frame paying attention to

itself (Figure 5.20), which contains no order related information. No attention maps in

the scrambling case are found to contain diagonal order related attention. Hence, the

transformer without position embeddings learn identify neighbours based on features
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(a) Training loss. (b) Test PER.

Figure 5.19: Training loss and test PER of M-exc-scram, M-exc and M-inc. Models are

tested using the same configurations as training.

rather than the orders. It validates our Hypothesis 5.3 and leads to Conclusion 5.8 and

5.9.

Figure 5.20: Partial attention map of L3H3

of M-exc-scram.

Figure 5.21: Similarity map of the fixed abso-

lute sinusoid position embeddings proposed

by [44] with length 3000.

Conclusion 5.8. The transformer without any order information can partially

learn phone classification. The performance is similar to the transformer trained with

unscrambled inputs but without position embeddings.

Conclusion 5.9. The transformer without position embeddings learns limited
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(a) Training loss. (b) Test PER.

Figure 5.22: Training loss and test PER of M-inc-scram, M-exc-scram and M-exc. Models

are tested using the same configurations as training.

position related information based on similarity of features to identify neighbours of

frames.

5.7 Scrambled Inputs With Unscrambled Position Em-

beddings

We scramble the inputs and apply them with the unscrambled position embeddings.

In this way, for the input, position embeddings carry disordered position information.

We name the model that is trained with scrambled inputs and unscrambled position

embeddings as M-inc-scram. Other model settings of M-inc-scram are the same as

M-inc and M-exc. According to Figure 5.22, when unscrambled position embeddings

are applied to the transformer with scrambled inputs, the training loss and the PER keep

going down, whereas it is hard to achieve the performance of the transformer trained

with scrambled inputs but no position embeddings. We hypothesize that when the

model is provided with disordered position embeddings, it tries to ignore the position

embeddings but could not totally ignore them.

To validate our hypothesis, we generate attention maps for epochs 10, 30, 50, and 79

respectively, finding that the diagonal attention gradually diminishes during training. We

claim that the diagonal attention comes from position embeddings because the sequence

is of scrambled order while position embeddings keep their original order. The gradually
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(a) Epoch 10. (b) Epoch 30.

(c) Epoch 50. (d) Epoch 79.

Figure 5.23: Attention maps of L1H3 of M-inc-scram across different epochs. M-inc-

scram is tested with scrambled inputs and unscrambled position embeddings as well.

weakened diagonal attention confirms our hypothesis. It fails to completely disregard

position embeddings but still makes their impact down to a low level. It leads to

Conclusion 5.10.

Conclusion 5.10. Transformers applied with disordered position embeddings learn

to lessen the impact of position embeddings, whereas they cannot entirely disregard

position embeddings.

5.8 Similarity of Postion Embeddings

As described in section 4.5, we calculate the dot product similarity of the fixed absolute

sinusoid position embeddings proposed by Vaswani et al. [44] as shown in Figure 5.21.
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(a) Partial similarity map of position embed-

dings, where the similarity does not keep de-

creasing as the distance goes up.

(b) Partial similarity map of position embeddings

where position embeddings of identical distance

have the identical dot product similarity.

Figure 5.24: Enlarged similarity maps.

It can be found that the similarity of position embeddings generally decreases as the

distance between positions grows. Shadow diagonal lines in the enlarged similarity

map (Figure 5.24a), however, show that the similarity of position embeddings at some

particular distances is higher than the similarity at distances closer to them. It indicates

that the fixed absolute sinusoid position embeddings of [44] partially satisfy the property

of monotonicity in [45]. We can also notice that position embeddings of the identical

distance have the identical dot product (Figure 5.24b). It is in accordance with the

property of translation invariance in [45]. It further demonstrates that the attention

patterns in Figure 5.18a and 5.18b come from position embeddings.

From Figure 5.24b, the similarity changes sharply in the distances ranging from

one to five. It implies that between distances from one to five, fixed absolute sinusoid

position embeddings offer evident relative position information. It suggests that the help

of position embeddings for long dependencies between frames is limited. Transformers,

on the other hand, typically learn shorter distances, like three, in phone classification.

It means that the transformers’ demand for relative position information for phone

classification can be met by the fixed absolute sinusoid position embeddings.
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Conclusions

In this project, we explore the role of position embeddings in transformers for phone

classification, a task closely related to ASR. We eliminate position embeddings in

transformers by padding them with zeros. Several experiments are carried out to

compare transformers with and without position embeddings. We arrive at the following

conclusions in the context of phone classification.

1. Position embeddings help the transformer to separate phones with similar voicing

and to differentiate stops from silence. They are crucial in distinguishing /z/ from

/s/. Position embeddings change the way that the transformer learns, especially

how to identify /z/ and /s/. Position embeddings tell the transformer specific

useful distances so that the smoothness of the output is improved. It suggests that

the transformer learns relative position information from our absolute position

embeddings. Errors that are thought to relate to the smoothness are reduced.

When position embeddings carrying disordered sinusoid position information are

fed to the transformer, it learns to reduce their influence but fails to totally ignore

it.

2. Even trained without position embeddings, the transformer can distinguish a large

number of phone pairs and maintain an acceptable phone error rate. The trans-

former trained without position embeddings cannot learn well on distinguishing

phones with similar voicing or distinguishing stops from silence during training.

3. Without position embeddings, the transformer learns limited position related

information based on features. It allows the transformer to identify neighbouring

frames.
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Due to the close relation between phone classification and ASR, we assume the role

of position embeddings in transformers for phone classification also applies to ASR.

Since it has been validated that the model learns relative position information from the

absolute position embeddings, we also demonstrate the importance of convolutional

networks in wav2vec 2.0 [2] and HuBERT [15].

In spite of the conclusions mentioned above, the project still has limitations. They

are discussed in section 6.1. Work that can be done in the future is discussed in section

6.2.

6.1 Limitations

Our experiments focus on the fixed sinusoid absolute position embeddings proposed by

[44]. It results in the following limitations.

1. We have shown that the transformer learns relative position information. It

remains unknown if absolute position embeddings bring additional help compared

to relative position embeddings.

2. Learned position embeddings are often employed in transformers as well [6, 8, 45].

We have not investigated that to what extent the learned position embeddings in

transformers facilitate phone classification.

As a result, our conclusions on position embedding in transformers for phone classifica-

tion are partial.

Moreover, our conclusions draw from attention maps are based on a single utter-

ance. Our analysis in section 5.5 is based on three random utterances. Hence, the

generalizability of our conclusions is limited.

The metric in section 5.5 has limitations as well. We classify errors into three types,

assuming some are related to the smoothness, and count them. However, it is not always

the case that the errors we count are the results of a lack of smoothness. Also, there

could be other types of errors mitigated by the smoothness while we do not consider

them. For example, we take account of errors covering no more than three continuous

frames since we notice relative position three is learned by the transformer. However,

since the model suggests to pay attention to frames on both sides, it is possible that the

smoothness also suggests assistance in avoiding errors continuing four or five frames.

Our metric is only a rough estimate.
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We did not verify the downside of the position embeddings. Absolute position

embeddings may make the model more easily overfit. Transformers trained with

absolute position embeddings may rely too much on absolute position information when

classifying phones. The smoothness of the output may bring negative effects within an

incorrect context as well.

6.2 Future Work

According to the limitations in section 6.1, the following work can be done in the future.

1. Conduct experiments on learned absolute position embeddings in transformers

for phone classification.

2. Experiments can be done to explore if absolute position embeddings in trans-

formers provide additional help compared to relative position embeddings. It

has been shown that relative position embeddings have more advantages than

absolute position embeddings [17, 23, 5], especially for sequences that are longer

than those in the training set [34]. It is also claimed that the sinusoid position

embeddings may decrease performance on long utterances if they contain similar

acoustic features at different positions [55].

3. Extend the experiments to ASR to validate to what extent our conclusions hold.
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